In this study, we explore the potential of electrical impedance tomography (EIT) for miniaturised 3D samples to provide a noninvasive approach for future applications in tissue engineering and 3D cell culturing. We evaluated two different electrode configurations using an array of nine circular chambers (Ø 10 mm), each having eight gold plated needle electrodes vertically integrated along the chamber perimeter. As first method, the adjacent electrode configuration was tested solving the computationally simple back-projection algorithm using Comsol Multiphysics in time-difference EIT (t-EIT). Subsequently, a more elaborate method based on the "polar-offset" configuration (having an additional electrode at the centre of the chamber) was evaluated using linear t-EIT and linear weighted frequency-difference EIT (f-EIT). Image reconstruction was done using a customised algorithm that has been previously validated for EIT imaging of neural activity. All the finite element simulations and impedance measurements on test objects leading to image reconstruction utilised an electrolyte having an ionic strength close to physiological solutions. The chosen number of electrodes and consequently number of electrode configurations aimed at maximising the quality of image reconstruction while minimising the number of required measurements. This is significant when designing a technique suitable for tissue engineering applications where time-based monitoring of cellular behaviour in 3D scaffolds is of interest. The performed tests indicated that the method based on the adjacent configuration in combination with the backprojection algorithm was only able to provide image reconstruction when using a test object having a higher conductivity than the background electrolyte. Due to limitations in the mesh quality, the reconstructed image had significant irregularities and the position was slightly shifted toward the perimeter of the chamber. On the other hand, the method based on the polar-offset configuration combined with the customised algorithm proved to be suitable for image reconstruction when using non-conductive and cell-based test objects (down to 1% of the measurement chamber volume), indicating its suitability for future tissue engineering applications with polymeric scaffolds.
Introduction
Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is an imaging technique based on multiple impedance measurements between several electrode couples to map the electrical properties (e.g. conductivity, σ, or permittivity, ε) of a sample. Low-amplitude alternating current is injected at a single or a few frequencies and voltages are recorded on the sample surface using the four-terminal method introduced by Schwan in 1963 [1] . This allows impedance measurements with minimised influence of electrode polarisation [2] . EIT involves finding the mathematical solution of the forward and the inverse problem. The forward problem (FP) comprises computation of the potentials at the voltage pickup (PU) electrodes for a given set of current carrying (CC) electrodes [3] . This allows calculation of the electrical voltage distribution when the injected current and the resistivity distribution within the sample are known. To generate an image, it is necessary to reverse the FP by solving the inverse problem (IP), which involves the calculation of the internal resistivity of the sample based on impedance measurements between the PU electrode pairs.
Both impedance [4] or changes in impedance with time [5] or frequency [6] have been imaged in different fields, spanning from geological studies [7] to medical research [8] .
The main advantages of EIT in medicine and biology are non-invasiveness, low cost and good temporal resolution [9, 10] . It has been applied for diagnosis of a number of pathological conditions, such as breast cancer [11, 12] and stroke [13, 14] , but also for monitoring brain function [15, 16] , lung ventilation [17, 18] and gastric emptying [19, 20] . However, for two main reasons, EIT has not been routinely used in everyday clinical practice, yet [21] . First, EIT has relatively poor spatial resolution (approximately 10% of the image diameter in the cross-sectional plane and 12.5% in the axial plane compared to 1 mm resolution in computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging [22] ), which is further decreased in the regions that are more distant from the electrode array [23] . Secondly, in EIT the IP is ill-posed (i.e. small errors in measurements may cause larger artefacts in the reconstructed image [24] ), making the method sensitive to noise. Artefacts may be reduced to produce smoother images by (i) applying regularisation algorithms [25] as well as optimising electrode (ii) number and (iii) configuration [23, [26] [27] [28] .
Although the first medical applications of EIT were presented thirty years ago on human organs of tens of centimetres in diameter [29] , only a few in vitro applications have so far been developed for monitoring cell cultures. One of these [30] applied a simplified concept of EIT, using a linear microarray of 16 electrodes, to map the migration of cells during epithelial stratification. The cultured cells are adherent on the electrodes, modulating the interface impedance. Rahman et al. [31] used impedance spectroscopy to map in vitro cellular morphology using a circular 2D microelectrode array with 8 peripheral electrodes and a central counter electrode. Sun et al. [32] imaged a multinuclear single cell mould Physarum polycephalum grown on a 2D chip consisting of 16 equally spaced electrodes at the periphery of a circular cell culture chamber (Ø 6 mm). Meir and Rubinsky [33] presented a preliminary mathematical model for EIT imaging of a single electroporated cell using simulated data. These studies have opened up new interesting perspectives for EIT monitoring of miniaturised 2D cell cultures. However, none of these studies applies the more conventional EIT approach, which is performed on 3D samples, a concept that may find application in monitoring of the overall process of tissue engineering, including scaffold characterisation and 3D cell culture. Recently, Lee et al. [34] optimised new electrode configurations and a customised algorithm based on the back-projection approach that can be potentially used for monitoring 3D tissue cultures. These were tested using a 3D agar scaffold with test objects placed in a cuboidal measurement chamber (2.4 × 4.8 × 2.4 cm 3 ). Additionally, the performed numerical simulations showed the possibility for further miniaturisation of the setup.
In this work, we investigate the potential of electrical impedance tomography (EIT) to study miniaturised 3D samples using time-difference (t-EIT) and frequencydifference EIT (f-EIT) for potential applications in tissue engineering and 3D cell culturing. Two alternative EIT methods have been validated using an array platform with nine miniaturised circular chambers (Ø 10 mm). Each chamber comprised eight gold (Au) plated needle electrodes vertically integrated along its perimeter. We analysed the fidelity of image reconstruction by performing impedance measurements on test objects using two alternative electrode configurations and two different image reconstruction methods: (i) the "adjacent" configuration [27, 32] in combination with the back-projection algorithm [35] and (ii) the "polar-offset" configuration (a variant of the "polar" configuration [26] ) in combination with a customised algorithm previously validated for neural activity imaging by Aristovich et al. [36] The performance of the first method, having technical and computational simplicity, was tested in t-EIT to evaluate its potential for image reconstruction in a miniaturised setup using Comsol Multiphysics. As an alternative method, the polar-offset configuration, which required an additional electrode at the centre of each chamber (8+1 electrodes), was applied together with the customised algorithm using both t-EIT and f-EIT. Linear t-EIT and linear weighted f-EIT [37] approaches were employed using Gauss-Newton single step linearization with Zeroth order Tikhonov regularisation and subsequent noisebased coefficient of variance correction. The two alternative image reconstruction methods were tested in order to find the most suitable solution for miniaturised 3D setups using a minimal number of electrodes, and hence number of measurements. This is crucial when monitoring tissue engineering processes (e.g. cell growth in scaffolds), where the formation of tissue constructs needs to be followed over time.
Material and methods

Electrodes and instrumentation
Cloud Dragon disposable acupuncture needles (Ø 0.4 mm and Au plated) and platinum (Pt) wire (Ø 0.4 mm) were purchased from PD Vertriebs GmbH (Burgwedel, Germany) and Advent Technologies (East Hartford, UK), respectively. For the impedance measurements, the needles (serving as electrodes) were connected to a Solartron SI1260 + SI1294 impedance analyser (Solartron Instruments, Hampshire, UK) through a Keithley 7001/7012S multiplexer (Solon, Ohio, OH, USA).
Fabrication of the measurement chamber array
An array of nine circular chambers (10 mm in diameter and height) for parallel analysis was micromilled in poly(methyl methacrylate). Two alternative electrode configurations were tested: (i) the adjacent configuration [27, 32] , placing 8 Au plated needle electrodes (Ø 0.4 mm, length 10 mm) equally spaced at the periphery of each measurement chamber, and (ii) the polar-offset configuration (a variant of the "polar configuration" [26] ), in which an additional Pt electrode (Ø 0.4 mm, length 4 mm) was introduced at the bottom centre of each chamber (8+1 electrodes). The Au electrodes fit in eight circular holes (Ø 0.5 mm, 1 mm deep) drilled at the bottom of each measurement chamber to lock them in vertical position (Fig.1a,b) . The Pt electrode was inserted through a central opening (Ø 0.5 mm) in the bottom plate and sealed with bio-compatible epoxy glue (EPO-TEK ® 301-2, Lindberg ChemTech AB, Kista, Sweden) (Fig.  1c ). The platform lid had openings in different positions for placement of (i) the Au electrodes and (ii) the phantoms with different diameters (1, 2, 3 mm). Crocodile clips were used for connecting the electrodes to the multiplexer/impedance analyser. Pt was cleaned for 10 min in acetone followed by rinsing with Milli-Q water (Millipore Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA) and potential cycling in 0.1 M H2SO4 (-0.4 to 1.7 V vs. Ag/AgCl (3M KCl); approximately 40 cycles at a scan rate of 200 mV/s). 
EIT using the adjacent configuration and the backprojection algorithm for image reconstruction
A 0.5 mA AC current was injected in the frequency range between 10 and 100 kHz (10 points/decade) using the adjacent configuration shown in Fig. 2a . Phantom experiments were performed using a cylindrical stainless steel object (Ø 2 mm, height 10 mm, σ = 1.7 x 10 6 S/m and ε r = 1) placed inside the measurement chamber filled with a conductivity standard solution (σ = 1.3 S/m and ε r = 80, Hanna Instruments, Kungsbacka, Sweden). Time-difference EIT (t-EIT) was performed by using impedance modulus (evaluated at 5 kHz) before (duplicate) and after the addition of the test object.
The finite element method (FEM) was used to compute the FP and solve the IP using Comsol Multiphysics v.4.4 (AC/DC module). The measurement chamber and its content (electrolyte plus test object for the FP and the plain electrolyte for the IP) was spatially discretised using a tetrahedral mesh and Maxwell equations were solved in matrix form for all mesh elements [38] . This process was repeated for all CC electrode pair combinations. Voltages on the PU electrodes were simulated using the method previously described by Pettersen and Høgetveit [39] . This allowed for the construction of the sensitivity matrix that relates the changes in conductivity in each mesh element to changes in voltage on the PU electrodes [40, 41] , which form the basic operation for the FP. Once the sensitivity matrix was generated, the effect of each mesh element's (or voxel) conductivity on the total voltage could be obtained by mathematically inverting the matrix. This is the IP, which is ill-posed and requires additional regularisation based on known parameters of the system (e.g. injected current, electrode and electrolyte conductivity). The back-projection algorithm assumes that the optimal solutions are obtained from the values that minimise the difference between the measured and predicted voltages. In addition, it assumes that the conductivity change is uniform in the areas between equipotential lines. Predicted voltages can be obtained by solving the FP. In the IP, the resistivity of each mesh element was weighted by a factor accounting for: (i) the current path between any CC-PU electrode pair, and (ii) the difference between the mesh elements size [42] . The current path was mathematically related to the impedance measurement sensitivity distribution and found by solving the FP. The difference between the voxel size is due to the fact that the mesh is denser in the proximity of the electrodes. For both the FP and the IP, the mesh was generated using Simulink. It consisted of 86978 elements (average element quality of 0.6555) for the FP and 97525 elements (average element quality of 0.7079) for the IP.
EIT using the polar-offset configuration and a customised algorithm for image reconstruction
A 0.5 mA AC current was injected in the frequency range between 10 and 100 kHz (6 points/decade) using the polaroffset configuration shown in Fig. 2b (8+1 electrodes) . Impedance measurements were first made using cylindrical plastic objects of increasing diameter (1 -3 mm, height 10 mm) placed inside the measurement chamber filled with the electrolyte. t-EIT was performed using impedance data acquired at each frequency before (duplicate) and after the addition of the phantom. Furthermore, two potato test objects were carved to obtain irregular triangular and square 3D shapes (side ∼ 2 mm, height 10 mm) to test the accuracy of the algorithm for shape reconstruction of miniaturised objects. The potato objects were placed in two different positions inside the measurement chamber filled with the electrolyte. t-EIT results were compared with those obtained with frequency-difference EIT (f-EIT) between 10 kHz and 100 kHz.
For both t-EIT and f-EIT, the solution of the IP for image reconstruction was done using the customised algorithm developed by Aristovich et al. [36] for neural activity imaging. The reconstruction method used linear single step Gauss-Newton approach (time difference and weighted frequency difference) with a Zeroth order Tikhonov regularisation [43] and subsequent coefficient-of-variance representation (z-score) with respect to the background noise. The algorithm is based on the assumptions that the conductivity change is small and all pixels are equivalent in terms of noise contribution to the resulting conductivity image. Random Gaussian noise with standard deviation determined from the baseline experimental data was used to estimate the response of each pixel to the applied noise. Then, the conductivity change in each pixel of the reconstructed image was divided by the standard deviation of conductivity background noise in order to compute zscore for each pixel. The z-score, representing the ratio between the signal in the pixel and the background noise, i.e. the conductivity contrast, was used for image reconstruction throughout the 3D geometry.
The positional accuracy of the method was further investigated using 8+1, or 32+1 electrodes for reconstructing a sphere (Ø 1 mm) placed in 1200 evenly spaced positions throughout the measurement chamber. A conductivity difference of 10% was given between the sphere and the surrounding electrolyte. A white Gaussian noise of 10 µV was added to the simulated voltages before reconstruction. The positional accuracy was displayed in terms of the error (difference between the true and the reconstructed sphere centre in mm).
Results and discussion
Choice of electrode number and configuration
Image quality in EIT has been shown to be highly dependent on the number of used electrodes [44] . An increase in the electrode number consequently increases the number of independent impedance measurements, which should provide more information for image reconsctruction [45] . Unlike in most conventional EIT applications, where the electrodes are placed around the sample on its surface, in a miniaturised setup the needle electrodes are placed inside a measurement chamber. In our measurement chamber with 8 electrodes, their total occupied volume is ∼ 1.3% of the chamber volume. If the number of the electrodes is increased beyond 8, the total occupied volume will also significantly increase. Consequently, the shunting effect [38] and polarisation impedance [46] of the electrodes can more significantly influence the measured impedance. The shunting effect is caused by the fact that the electrodes provide a low-resistance path for the current. This comprises both electrodes that are used for a certain measurement and all the other electrodes present in the measurement chamber. Furthermore, although 4T impedance measurements are theoretically free from the influence of polarisation impedance, the injection of current can cause, however, polarisation impedance. Therefore, the impedance measurements forming the basis for the solution of the IP introduce artefacts in the reconstructed image [47] . Polarisation impedance variations that are about 20% or slightly less do not allow meaningful reconstruction of images [48] . One possibility to reduce the influence of polarisation impedance is to employ platinised Pt electrodes [49] .
Our work aims at developing an EIT technique relevant for future tissue engineering applications where timebased monitoring of cellular behaviour in miniaturised 3D scaffolds is of interest. Due to this, it is important to evaluate the smallest number of electrodes allowing reconstruction of images with an acceptable quality. Two alternative methods were tested. We used 8 electrodes for the adjacent configuration and 8+1 electrodes for the polar-offset configuration, which are suitably spaced considering the dimension of the measurement chamber. To evaluate the improvement in image quality by using a larger number of electrodes, we performed computer simulations using either 8+1 or 32+1 electrodes for reconstructing a 1 mm sphere placed in 1200 evenly spaced positions throughout the measurement chamber. The accuracy map (Fig. 3) shows that the increased number of electrodes provides an improvement in the positional accuracy for the reconstructed image (< 0.5 mm). However, considering a miniaturised setup, placement of more than 8 electrodes in the periphery of the chamber is not feasible. Moreover, in tissue engineering applications, requiring time-based monitoring of cellular behaviour in a scaffold, also the number of measurements has to be minimised. When using 8+1 electrodes, the measurement matrix comprises 48 measurements, whereas in the case of 32+1 electrodes it would consequently have 960 measurements. In the adjacent configuration (Fig. 2a) , the current is injected through adjacent electrodes and the voltage is measured sequentially from all the other adjacent electrode pairs. Previous work has shown that using the adjacent configuration, the measured voltage is maximum for the adjacent electrode pairs, whereas for the opposite electrode pairs (located 180° across the chamber) the voltage is only about 2.5% of that value [27] . Using 8 electrodes at the periphery of the measurement chamber, a matrix of 40 measurements is obtained. This number comprises also redundant reciprocal measurements [50] , as EIT uses four-terminal impedance measurements, for which the principle of reciprocity is valid. According to reciprocity, the measured impedance does not change if the CC and PU electrodes are swapped [50] , leading to a matrix of 20 unique measurements when using the adjacent configuration. If a larger number of electrodes were used in the adjacent configuration, this would mainly increase the image resolution at the periphery of the chamber and only to a lesser extent towards the centre. This can be improved, however, by using the polar-offset configuration, which is a variant of the polar (or opposite) configuration [26] . Here, the current is injected through two almost diametrically opposed electrodes (electrodes 1 and 4 in Fig. 2b ). The Pt electrode at the centre of the measurements chamber is used as ground for all PU couples employed in the voltage measurements, which increases the image resolution towards the centre of the chamber. Voltage is measured from all other electrodes except the CC couple, resulting in a matrix of 48 measurements as mentioned above. These also comprise redundant reciprocal measurements.
EIT using the adjacent configuration and the backprojection algorithm for image reconstruction
The adjacent configuration (Fig. 2a) in combination with the back-projection algorithm offers technical and computational simplicity, allowing usage of a comercially available software package, such as Comsol Multiphysics, which minimises the requirement of programming in constructing an algorithm. Moreover, since this method is based on the placement of electrodes only in the periphery of a chamber, it is suitable for applications that utilise a scaffold occupying a considerable volume and cannot be perforated with a central electrode. Fig. 4Aa,b and Fig. 4Ba,b show the computation of the FP and the solution of the IP, respectively, in t-EIT when a cylindrical stainless steel object (Ø 2 mm, height 10 mm) was placed in the measurement chamber filled with electrolyte. Impedance measurements were performed in the range of 10 Hz -100 kHz. 5 kHz was chosen as the frequency for image reconstruction, providing the best match between measured impedance and simulated data. The impedance modulus was used for image reconstruction since impedance measurements showed small absolute values for phase angle (∼1° for electrode pairs far away from the metal object and ∼20° for electrode pairs close to the object). This indicated low influence from stray capacitance, which is usually the main source of error due to instrumentation.
The quality of the reconstructed image strictly depends on the mesh quality, which can be optimised but not customised when using a commercial software package. The equations integrated in such programs provide less degree of freedom in performing image regularisation. Furthermore, statistical analysis of positional accuracy is not possible. However, the results shown in Fig. 4A and B indicate that the back-projection algorithm and adjacent configuration can provide a qualitatively accurate object position, although showing mesh inhomogeneities, which may be alleviated by integrating a free-form custom mesh. Furthermore, the simulated impedance data (obtained from the solution of the FP) and the impedance measurements (used for solving the IP) are well superimposed, as shown in Fig. 4C and Supplementary Material S2. Previously, we have experimentally shown that the relative variation of impedance is greater when using a conductive test object in comparison with a non-conductive plastic object [51] . This causes a significant limitation when applying the adjacent configuration especially for small objects, due to which it is primarily suitable for image reconstruction of conductive objects. Despite the apparent limitation, the adjacent configuration in combination with the back-projection algorithm may allow t-EIT in applications using conductive 3D scaffolds for cardiac and nerve tissue engineering [52, 53] .
EIT using the polar-offset configuration and a customised algorithm for image reconstruction
The electrode arrangement used in the polar configuration [26] provides a more uniform current distribution and better central (but not peripheral) sensitivity compared to the adjacent configuration, which tends to focus on reconstructing peripheral regions of a sample rather than central regions. Moreover, offset methods have been shown to have better performance in comparison with the adjacent configuration [54, 55] . When using a small number of electrodes, the polar-offset configuration applied here can more effectively map the entire chamber volume in comparison with the polar configuration originally proposed by Adler et al. [26] We used a customised algorithm previously validated for EIT imaging of neural activity [36] . Fig. 5 shows t-EIT image reconstruction of cylindrical plastic objects of increasing diameter (1 -3 mm) placed in the measurement chamber filled with electrolyte. The analysis was performed at each measured frequency between 10 Hz and 100 kHz with almost identical results (difference between all images was < 0.1%). A plastic test object can mimic the dielectric properties of biological cells and tissues [56] . In the case of a 1 mm object, (Fig. 5a) , the size of the artefacts on the edge of the chamber are twice as large as the object. Image reconstruction (top view) in t-EIT for a cylindrical plastic object placed in the measurement chamber filled with electrolyte using the polar-offset configuration (Fig. 2b) and the customised algorithm. The real position is shown in the schematics at the top (centre-to-centre distance between the object and the chamber: 2.5 mm, angle: 112.5°). Image reconstruction of (a) 1 mm, (b) 2 mm; and (c) 3 mm phantom. The colour scale is in arbitrary units (from -1 in blue, to +1 in red) representing the T-score.
Minor artefacts appear also with 2 and 3 mm objects (Fig.  5b-c) . These artefacts may be due to errors in positioning of the central Pt electrode in relation to the peripheral electrodes, which has a more pronounced effect when using a smaller number of electrodes (8+1) for imaging a small object (1% of the measurement chamber volume). Based on the feasibility study using plastic objects, we performed further experiments using irregular triangular and square shaped potato objects (side ∼ 2 mm, height 10 mm). Previous studies have shown that potato gives a higher conductivity contrast against the electrolyte filling the measurement chamber compared to other vegetables (e.g., a carrot) in the frequency range 10 Hz -100 kHz [14] . Fig. 6Aa and 6Ba show t-EIT image reconstruction for the potato objects. Artefacts on the periphery of the chamber appear slightly pronounced if compared to the 2 mm plastic phantom. This may be due to the fact that potato provides lower conductivity contrast against the electrolyte than plastic. The same reason may also explain the lack of sharpness at the edges of the reconstructed image of the test object. Fig. 6 Image reconstruction in (Aa and Ba) t-EIT and (Ab and Bb) f-EIT for an irregular triangular and square shaped potato object placed in the measurement chamber filled with electrolyte using the polar-offset configuration (Fig. 2b) and the customised algorithm (top view). The real position is shown in the inserts at the top right. Images for a (A) triangular object and (B) square shaped object in two alternative positions: 2.5 mm radial centre-to-centre distance between the phantom and the chamber, (a) angle of 135° and (b) angle of 112.5°. The colour scale is in arbitrary units (from -1 in blue, to +1 in red) representing the T-score.
Potato releases starch in the surrounding medium over time, which may change the conductivity of the electrolyte in the region surrounding the object, additionally contributing to the inaccuracy in the image.
As different biological tissues have different spectral properties, f-EIT gives the advantage that complex tissues, composed of, e.g., fat and muscle, may be characterised more accurately than when using t-EIT. However, f-EIT is more prone to errors than t-EIT since it is based on subtraction of conductivity values taken at two different frequencies. Fig.  6Ab and 6Bb show the reconstructed images using f-EIT.
In terms of the accuracy of reconstructing the test object position, the result is comparable to the one obtained using t-EIT. A potato object is a homogeneous tissue, which may be expected to give a similar result in terms of object shape when using both t-EIT and f-EIT. However, the results obtained using f-EIT show lower accuracy for the reconstructed image. One plausible explanation may be the homogeneity of potato, i.e. the response at different frequencies is similar, which may increase the sensitivity to artefacts. Additionally, the release of starch in the surrounding medium, as explained above, may also contribute to a greater manifestation of artefacts when using f-EIT for imaging a homogeneous tissue.
Conclusions
We have presented time-difference and frequency-difference electrical impedance tomography (t-EIT and f-EIT) for imaging miniaturised 3D samples using a minimised number of electrodes vertically placed at the periphery of a cylindrical chamber. A computationally simple method based on the adjacent configuration and back-projection algorithm was shown to facilitate t-EIT imaging of a conductive metal test object. A more elaborate method based on the "polar-offset" configuration and a customised algorithm was tested using t-EIT image reconstruction for plastic and potato objects. This approach showed capability for imaging objects down to 1% of the measurement chamber volume. f-EIT experiments were performed with the same potato objects, indicating the same accuracy in terms of position as shown by t-EIT, albeit with lower image accuracy.
The presented results outline the potentials of the two different EIT methods in miniaturised 3D systems suitable for various tissue engineering applications. The adjacent configuration and back-projection algorithm, which showed applicability for t-EIT imaging of conductive test object, can provide a simple method for faster screening of cell behaviour in conductive scaffolds for, e.g., cardiac and neural tissue engineering. The "polar-offset" configuration and a customised algorithm, sensitive to non-conductive objects, can provide a method to monitor tissue engineering processes in more conventional polymeric scaffolds loaded with cells. Considering the heterogeneity of such cell loaded scaffolds, f-EIT may provide better images due to differential frequency-dependence between the scaffold material and cells. However, as f-EIT can only be approximated to a linear mathematical problem for impedance contrasts less than 20%, which is usually exceeded in any physiological sample, our f-EIT approach needs to be validated for monitoring of actual tissue engineering processes. On the other hand, for imaging the process of scaffold biodegradation, analogous to the behaviour of starch-leaking potato phantoms, t-EIT may be a more suitable solution.
